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Problem & Motivation Is there a {e.g. max-pool layer} in this black-box digit classifier? Take aways

ImageNet Setup & Results

Method 1.  kennen-o :  Infer attributes 
from output patterns w.r.t. some fixed inputs.

Method 2.  kennen-i :  Craft “adversarial” input 
whose output contains model attribute information. 

Method 3.  kennen-io :  Combined model that simultaneously crafts effective inputs 
and learns to infer attributes from the corresponding output patterns.

Code & Data at
github.com/coallaoh/

WhitenBlackBox

- Many deployed models are black 
boxes (given input, returns output).

MNIST Setup

Transferrability 
of Adv. Examples

Find out family; then attack.

ImageNet Setup 

Family Prediction

- High intra-
diversity and 
inter-similarity.

- Misclassification rates (100-accuracy).
- Internal exposure can make the transfer based 
attack more targetted and effective (82.2%      85.7%).

Yellow: trained parts.

MNIST Results 

- Always far above chance.
- kennen-o is stealthy and effective.
- Easy: act, drop, pool, ks, split.
- #layers can be exposed.
- Optimisation hyperparams
  can be exposed.

Main results (Random split)

- Don’t need full score output;
  top-k is good enough.
- kennen-i is query-efficient
  and effective.
- kennen-io is the best in all 
but one attributes.

#training models:
hasn’t saturated @ 5k.

Output richness: 
k=2 is already rich.

Factor analysis

kennen-i examples

#queries:
saturates @ 100s.

drop: 
77%
acc.

pool:
95%
acc.

ks:
89%
acc.

- Can black-box accesses reveal 
model internals? e.g. (1) architec-
ture, (2) training procedure, and 
(3) training data.

- Why does it matter? 
  Key intellectual property and 
  increased vulnerability to attacks.
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- 12 attributes to expose.

- META-MNIST: Dataset of 11k 
diverse digit classifiers covering 
12 attributes.

- Random split (R): iid train-test 
models (but still disjoint).

- Extrapolation split (E): train-test 
differ by 1+ attributes.

Extrapolation results

- Some gap (1-2 attributes) between 
train-test models is okay: 
- Still 80% relative accuracy (R.Acc) of the 
iid case (100% R.Acc).
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- Novel methods for exposing inter-
nals. We craft adversarial inputs that 
make DNNs confess their secrets.
- Exposed internals      greater vul-
nerability to adversarial examples.

- Intellectual properties in DNNs may 
not be 100% safe under black-box.

- Task: 
Leave-one-out 
family prediction.

- Adversarial examples 
transfer better within 
family (diagonals).

- Black-box ImageNet classifier 
families are reliably exposed.

Adversarial examples 
that makes the victim 

tell secrets.


